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INTRODUCTION

Most of the decisions concerning tourism are made in a context of uncertainty, and on several occasions the consequences of the choice are not known with certainty, or even there is missing information on this matter. For these reasons, the fuzzy set theory is an appropriate tool for their treatments.

The individual has a certain number of possibilities to choose a tourist destination (TD) for his next holidays, from which he has already known some of them (known destinations’ set). Those destinations that satisfied his initial criteria are part of the consideration set or evoked set, whose elements are the TD with which the individual is familiar, reminiscent and were positively evaluated for visiting it in the next holidays (Crompton y Ankomah, 1993; Seddighi y Theocharous, 2002). The destinations included in this set are analyzed based on a number of personal criteria or attributes perceived by the potential traveller in order to choose the place where he will spend his holidays.

The consideration set is the central component in the selection model of the TD, because the tourist has only taken into account those places which are part of it.

The fuzzy approach is useful to represent the fuzziness that characterized the consideration set of tourist destinations and the others actions that take place in the tourist consumer’s decision process. This allows carrying out the analysis and treatment of the multiple subjective aspects that must be considered for its study, without falling down in the usual reductionism.

This paper presents, through the study of a case, an alternative model for the analysis of tourist preferences from a segment of individuals, based on the fuzzy consideration set concept.

The adventurous spirit and the desire to travel around the country that characterized the young university students turn them into a very attractive tourist segment to analyze. The young tourism is constantly growing up. It is a tool for future strategy, because they share
their experiences among their relatives and friends. The information used in this research was obtained from university young students in the winter holidays of 2009 in Argentina.

**PRELIMINARIES**

The fuzzy sets theory constitutes an effective way for the treatment of decision problems, where the information available is subjective and inaccurate (Zimmermann, 1996). This theory arises from the need to have any mathematical representation of usual objects which could not be adequately represented with the classic sets theory.

In 1965 Lofti A. Zadeh, professor of the University of California, Berkeley, published the article named Fuzzy Sets and he is considered the founder of this theory.

In a specific universe $X$, a fuzzy subset $A$ is a function $\mu_A : X \rightarrow [0,1]$ that assigns to each element from $X$ a $\mu_A (x)$ value that belongs to the interval $[0,1]$. This is known as membership degree of $x$ in $A$.

The qualitative variables, which are inherent to human behaviour or some elements from the external environment, are hard to quantify objectively. In the case of tourism, is difficult for the individuals to represent with an exact numerical value the evaluation of various aspects of goods or services which they wish to acquire. Under those circumstances, the use of linguistics labels for expressing preferences turns to be more adequate.

This approach to decision problems is based on the fuzzy sets theory and is known as linguistic approach. It applies when the variables involved are qualitative. The difference between a linguistic variable and a numerical one is that the values are not numbers there are words or sentences that belong to the natural language as well as to an artificial one (Zadeh, 1975).

A linguistic model of decision making assumes the existence of an appropriate set of terms or labels in line with the problem, based on which the individuals express their preferences.

**ANALYSIS OF THE UNIVERSITY STUDENT’S TOURIST PREFERENCES**

In order to analyze the conformation and characteristics of the aggregate fuzzy consideration sets of the tourist destinations of university students for winter holidays 2009 from different regions of Argentina, in each instance of the research, a survey to 2300 students was done in the following universities in Argentina: Universidad de Buenos Aires (UBA); Universidad Nacional de Córdoba (UNC); Universidad Nacional de Misiones (UNaM); Universidad Nacional de Rosario (UNR) and Universidad Nacional de Tucumán (UNT). Only the responses of those students aged between 18 to 29 years old were taken into consideration.

In all instances, the samples were determined by simple random sampling technique, stratified proportionally. The confidence level was 95.5%, the error of ± 5% and $p=50\%$. It was added a 10% to the values obtained to offset the potential loss of information.

For the preparation of the forms used in the survey was employed a linguistic scale with five values, in such a way that each polled student expressed his interest in visiting a tourist destination or the importance of a particular attribute by a label of the $L$ set.
\[ L = \{ \text{very high (VH); high (H); medium (M); low (L); very low (VL)} \} \]

It was considered as ‘the aggregate known destination referential set’ the one composed of all the destinations that were mentioned in the surveys for at least five students.

Zero was assigned as the value of the membership function on the ‘aggregate fuzzy consideration set’ to those destinations that were chosen by less than the 10% of the sample.

The information obtained in the survey was processed by a computing platform built on Java technology for fuzzy models, designed to have a high degree of scalability in order to handle very large data volumes, as well as perform real-time computations.

The period of winter holidays of 2009 in Argentina was atypical and it was characterized by less movement of tourists due to the fear of spread of the influenza A (H1N1) and the global economic crisis. Nevertheless, the knowledge of the tourist preference of the young students in this period is useful for the public and private entities.

The study was made during the months of April (first instance) and of June (second instance). The results of the first one include the following TD: Bariloche, Mendoza, Cataratas del Iguazú, Córdoba, El Calafate, Ushuaia, Salta, Buenos Aires, Puerto Madryn, San Martín de los Andes, Jujuy, Las Leñas, Mar del Plata, Tafí del Valle and Villa Carlos Paz. In the second one Mina Clavero was incorporated too.

Bariloche obtained the highest consideration degree in both instances and all regions.

Ushuaia, Mendoza, Cataratas del Iguazú, Jujuy, Salta and El Calafate were considered by students of the five universities in at least one instance, but with a degree less than 0.56.

The overall preference of young people clearly leaned towards to Bariloche (0.85) followed by Mendoza (0.56). The other destinations have been considered with values smaller than 0.50.

The composition of the fuzzy consideration sets of the tourist destinations has changed through time, either with regard to the place chosen, as the degrees of membership.

The quantity of elements of the aggregate known destinations sets is not greater than 36 or less than 21, and the support cardinal of all aggregate fuzzy consideration sets obtained varies between 8 and 13.

It is observed that the fuzziness of the aggregate fuzzy consideration sets of TD is low in all cases. Moreover, it remains constant or decreases in the second instance.

The triangular representation of the cardinal of the consideration sets shows that the students consider in both instances between one and seven TD for visiting in their winter holidays, and the most frequent value is three or four.

The final percentage of the total trips made by the young to the Argentina’s TD that belong to the consideration sets in each instance of the study is defined as a prediction of the model. According to the results for the studied period, it was 54.82% in the first instance and 55.42% in the second. As in this case, like in all analyzed, the prediction improved when the study was made closer to the decision making time.

Furthermore, Córdoba, Mar del Plata, Mendoza, Bariloche, Tafí del Valle, Salta, Cataratas del Iguazú, Villa Carlos Paz, Las Leñas and Rosario received the most quantity of travellers and concentrate the 50.58% of all the trips made.
From these ten TD, nine of them were considered in both instances by the students of some university, and five for everyone in both instances.

These are strong reasons for the travel agencies or tourist resorts to be interested in knowing the aggregate consideration sets of the potential visitors or of the segments they wish to capture.

In every survey made it was asked about the attributes that were taken in consideration at the moment of choosing the possible destinations for spending the holidays and the importance that was assign to each one. The results obtained show that the sporting activities were valued in the aggregate as very high importance; adventure, weather, fun, human factor, geography of the place, price, security, calmness and nightlife with high importance; and with medium importance the cultural activities, the infrastructure, the distance to the chosen place and the transfer from the place of origin.

CONCLUSIONS

The importance of the consideration set lies on the fact that is a concept referred to a real selection process of a tourist destination, rather than a hypothetic situation and simplifies the tasks that the tourist consumer made in order to handle the complex decision problems.

When a TD enters to the consideration set of a potential traveller, its possibilities to be chosen increase, in spite of the fact that it is not the favourite one.

Not all the destinations that form the consideration set of an individual raised the same interest to be visited, because of the variety of attributes that were taken into account when they were selected and other factors which, in most cases, are subjective (Lazzari, 2010). For this reason it is possible to affirm that the TD considered acceptable to spend a holidays has different degree in the membership function of the set, so is adequate to analyze it as a fuzzy set.

The membership degree of the fuzzy consideration set of a TD could be interpreted as the preference level or the degree of interesting in visiting that place.

The aggregate consideration sets can also be useful to estimate the tourist demand to the destinations.

The exchange of insights between individuals involved in the issues of tourist consumer behaviour, is characterized by the diversity of language attached of human interaction. The use of linguistic variables facilitates the convergence towards the same shared meanings.

The tourist preferences study of the young people is awfully important for those tourist destinations that try to capture this growing market.
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